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Thursday, May 5, 2022 
Al issues of the NPFN can be found here.  

  
We are well into the second half of Festival week and moving into our final performances and readings. 
It's hard to believe we're here already after two years of waiting to get to this week!    
  
Stars and Stones had a full day of rehearsal with a put-in walk-through and final tech notes. They 
performed two fantastic shows and the team did an amazing and rapid strike to get us out of MacVey as 
soon as possible. With how speedy the team was, this PSM was only able to snag one photo of Eric 
Stone who's been leading the charge in coordinating all designers and load ins and outs while also 
designing for the Festival; thank you Eric!  
  
The Undergraduate Playwrights Workshop was a fantastic feature of the talent among our 
undergraduate students. We are so grateful to be in a department with such frequent and exciting new 
work!  
  
Basically Children had a solid final dress before their performances at 5:30 and 9:00pm tomorrow. It's 
hard to believe that tomorrow is our final production with our final strike to follow. This strike will clear 
the space for Theatre Prom at 8pm on Saturday night!  
  
Friday also features the fog comes on little cat feet by Amanda Keating and directed by Meg Mechelke at 
1:30pm in TB 172. It is reported that it's already sold out--what great turnout we've had for our 
readings!  
  
Shoutouts and special thanks: General thanks to the department for arranging for some 
support/sustenance for the Stars and Stones team with their very quick turnover between 
performances! 
  
Volunteers and team members in tech/performance today: Olivia Leslie, Charlie O'Leary, Natalie 
Villamonte Zito, Tyler Salow, Victor Maldonado, Mathew Kier, Emma Merkes, Holland Larned, Sophia 
Kilburg, Alice Berberdick, Sophie Young, Delaney Waterman, Meg Mechelke, Aaron Castle, Kat Guerrero, 
Aly Shamburg, Greg Jones, Maggie John,  Rachel Duncan, Mark Bruckner, Jackson Kopesky, David Diaz, 
Dakari Harleston, Emma Silverman, Sarah Gazdowicz, Bryon Winn, Eric Stone, Loyce Arthur, David Diaz, 
Owen Brightman, Arlo Schneider, Waroon Jalukar, Eric Hansen, Taylor Jackson, Nicole Blodig, Abigail 
Mansfield Coleman, Jill Klinkefus, Kaia Buckum, Dorothy Craven, Daniel Sebille, Ann Kreitman 
If I missed you at tech or strike, let me know and I can include you tomorrow!  
  
  
With much gratitude and appreciation,  
Dylan Nicole Martin  
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